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THE 43 COUNTRY REPORTS included in this year’s Global 
Information Society Watch (GISWatch) capture the different 
experiences and approaches in setting up community 
networks across the globe. They show that key ideas, 
such as participatory governance systems, community 
ownership and skills transfer, as well as the “do-it-yourself” 
spirit that drives community networks in many different 
contexts, are characteristics that lend them a shared 
purpose and approach. 

The country reports are framed by eight thematic reports 
that deal with critical issues such as the regulatory 
framework necessary to support community networks, 
sustainability, local content, feminist infrastructure and 
community networks, and the importance of being aware  
of “community stories” and the power structures 
embedded in those stories. G
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UNITED STATES
BUILDING RESILIENCE WITH COMMUNITY TECHNOLOGY

Digital Equity Laboratory, The New School; Detroit 
Community Technology Project 
Greta Byrum and Diana Nucera
https://www.digitalequitylab.org and https://
detroitcommunitytech.org

  

Introduction 
Our story begins almost a decade ago, when new 
technologies enabled resistance and sparked a 
wave of digital activism in Tunis, in Tahrir Square, in 
New York City’s Zuccotti Park and Washington DC’s 
K Street, and around the world. Many groups in the 
United States (US) recognised the potential of that 
moment: long-time advocates for media justice and 
literacy, public access media organisers, builders of 
community Wi-Fi and low-power FM radio, commu-
nity organisers and civil rights leaders, open tech 
and data advocates, hackers and policy strategists. 
This is the story of a vision that emerged among 
people working together to create community re-
silience and digital justice between Detroit, New 
York City, Washington DC, and eventually in col-
laboration with international partners, by building 
community-owned internet infrastructure. 

Community technology and digital 
stewardship

Wireless internet can unlock the enormous 
potential in our local communities. These op-
portunities can only be sustained, however, 
if networked technology projects are led by 
people who are deeply invested in their com-
munity’s welfare; that is, people with a deep 
understanding of – and a desire to maintain – 
the fabric that binds their community together.1 
– Diana Nucera

Community networks in the US have long struggled 
to grow in parallel with the large international com-
munity networks that have emerged, particularly in 
Europe. Some US standouts have achieved a sustain-
able operating scale and model, and have provided 
a critical long-time service for their communities. 

1 Nucera, D. (2014). Two-Way Streets: Forging the Paths Towards 
Participatory Civic Technology. Civic Quarterly, 2. https://
civicquarterly.com/article/two-way-streets 

Tribal Digital Village Network (TDVNet) has been 
bringing free internet to community anchors in in-
digenous territories since 2001, currently with over 
350 miles (over 560 kilometres) of point-to-point 
and point-to-multipoint links supporting 86 trib-
al buildings (and providing a net neutral service).2 
Monkeybrains in San Francisco is a nimble independ-
ent local wireless internet service provider (WISP) 
which uses a combined millimetre-wave, mesh and 
point-to-point system to serve 5,000 locations on 
a sliding-scale basis.3 Sudo Mesh is a five-year-old 
community-owned and run local mesh network 
serving Oakland, California,4 while Meta Mesh in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania has built out to 65 live sites 
comprised of 109 devices.5 And NYC Mesh has built 
out 178 nodes using volunteer labour and a decen-
tralised governance model.6

But unlike guifi.net,7 Freifunk8 or Rhizomatica,9 
in the US we do not have a long history of expand-
ing networks beyond discrete geographic areas or 
particular use cases. This has a lot to do with the 
consolidation and the political power of the in-
cumbent telecommunications industry, which has 
taken many steps to place a stranglehold on local 
broadband10 by creating state-level prohibitions on 
ownership of broadband facilities by city govern-
ments and by starving local networks of backhaul 
(bandwidth) by buying out or blocking competing 
wholesale bandwidth providers.11 The capture of 
the US Federal Communications Commission at the 
national level by industry lobbyists has also had a 

2 https://sctdv.net/about-tdv 
3 https://monkeybrains.net 
4 https://sudoroom.org/wiki/Mesh/History 
5 https://www.pittmesh.net 
6 We have not listed many small-scale municipal broadband projects 

in the US (and one large one, in Chattanooga, TN), since this 
chapter is focused on community-led broadband. For information 
on municipal broadband in the US see Christopher Mitchell’s work 
at https://muninetworks.org 

7 https://guifi.net/en/node/38392 
8 https://freifunk.net/en 
9 https://www.rhizomatica.org  
10 Koebler, J. (2015, 14 January). The 21 Laws States 

Use to Crush Broadband Competition. Motherboard. 
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/qkvn4x/
the-21-laws-states-use-to-crush-broadband-competition 

11 Breitbart, J. et al. (2007). The Philadelphia Story: Learning from 
a Municipal Wireless Pioneer. https://www.newamerica.org/oti/
policy-papers/the-philadelphia-story 

https://civicquarterly.com/article/two-way-streets
https://civicquarterly.com/article/two-way-streets
https://sctdv.net/about-tdv
https://monkeybrains.net/
https://sudoroom.org/wiki/Mesh/History
http://www.pittmesh.net/
https://muninetworks.org/
https://guifi.net/en/node/38392
https://freifunk.net/en
https://www.rhizomatica.org/
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/qkvn4x/the-21-laws-states-use-to-crush-broadband-competition
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/qkvn4x/the-21-laws-states-use-to-crush-broadband-competition
https://www.newamerica.org/oti/policy-papers/the-philadelphia-story
https://www.newamerica.org/oti/policy-papers/the-philadelphia-story
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global effect by catalysing the recent repeal of net 
neutrality (the Open Internet Order of 2015).12 

Another issue that has challenged scale for com-
munity networks in the US is that many do not find 
a subscriber base beyond loyal techie advocates 
and small communities. Without a broad base of us-
ers – including those who may not be able to afford 
the high cost of monopolistic broadband service, or 
who may not have (or want to have) the skills, time 
or patience for troubleshooting a do-it-yourself 
(DIY) system – community networks often rely upon 
one or two staff, or just volunteers. So, ironically, 
some community networks with a flat or decentral-
ised governance approach end up serving already 
information- and technology-rich areas, since those 
areas are where volunteers live and work.

As journalist and community network documen-
tarian Armin Medosch puts it, “far-sighted techies 
tend towards a linear extrapolation of technologies 
into the future without considering other factors, such 
as politics, the economy, the fundamental differences 
between people in class based societies.”13 Similar-
ly, Alison Powell’s research on community networks 
points out their tendency to reinforce “geek publics” 

12 https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-releases-open-internet-order
13 Medosch, A. (2014). The Rise of the Network Commons, Chapter 1 

(draft). The Next Layer. www.thenextlayer.org/node/1231.html 

rather than the “community publics” they purport to 
serve.14 In the complex political and economic context 
of the urban US, the political and economic challeng-
es around digital infrastructure, access and inclusion 
have kept many US community wireless networks 
from achieving or sustaining scale.

Commotion Wireless
Starting in around 2008, a group of media justice 
and community wireless activists had a different vi-
sion for community wireless. Led by developers and 
media activists who had built Champaign-Urbana, 
Illinois’s Indymedia Center and its CUWiN network,15 
the Open Technology Institute (OTI)16 began devel-
oping Commotion,17 envisioned as an integrated 
plug-and-play OpenWrt-based mesh networking 
platform that communities could easily deploy, 
and which included secure encryption and a suite 
of locally hosted applications. With device-based 
peer-to-peer dynamic mesh routing, Commotion 
would be able to work with or without a connection 

14 Powell, A. (2008). WiFi publics: producing community and 
technology. Information, Communication & Society, 11(8), 1068-
1088. eprints.lse.ac.uk/29545 

15 https://web.archive.org/web/20041111094354
16 https://www.newamerica.org/oti  
17 https://www.commotionwireless.net 

An access point tower constructed by Tribal Digital Village overlooks Pala, California. Photo: Tribal Digital Village

https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-releases-open-internet-order
http://www.thenextlayer.org/node/1231.html
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/29545
https://web.archive.org/web/20041111094354/http://www.cuwireless.net
https://www.newamerica.org/oti
https://www.commotionwireless.net/
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to the global internet, and to route traffic around 
points of failure automatically. Based on the prin-
ciples of security, resilience, and local control, 
Commotion would be an open-source local commu-
nication and media platform to be used from Tahrir 
Square to Detroit, in emergencies from Mubarak to 
Katrina.18

In 2011, OTI started testing beta versions of Com-
motion in the field in multiple locations, often working 
with groups who were familiar with local media and 
DIY radio “barnraisings” and interested in trying 
new technologies to advance their work – for exam-
ple, the Media Mobilizing Project in Philadelphia,19 
the Allied Media Projects in Detroit,20 and Occupy K 
Street in Washington DC.21 Like many other attempts 
at building local wireless, these early tests showed 
that without enough local techies and engineers 
with dedicated time to spend fixing things, networks 
would break frequently, users would get frustrated, 
and user confidence and numbers would decline. 
Furthermore, stable electricity and bandwidth were 
a challenge in some locations, and depended on lo-
cal relationships and governance – that is, network 
representatives to be in charge of different aspects 
of the networks, from physical hardware to commu-
nicating with users and node hosts. 

The Detroit Digital Justice Coalition
Meanwhile, in the summer of 2009 at the Allied Me-
dia Conference in Detroit,22 a group of leaders came 
together to investigate the role that local technol-
ogy projects might play in restoring communities 
harmed by the US economic crisis,23 by training peo-
ple how to use the internet and technology to create 
local micro-economies. The resulting Detroit Digital 
Justice Coalition (DDJC)24 was comprised of 13 mem-
ber organisations and individuals including seniors, 
youth, environmental justice communities, welfare 
rights activists, hip hop community organisers, com-
munity gardeners, independent technologists and 
designers, each one believing that communication 

18 Gall, C., & Glanz, J. (2014, 20 April). U.S. Promotes Network to 
Foil Digital Spying. The New York Times. https://www.nytimes.
com/2014/04/21/us/us-promotes-network-to-foil-digital-spying.
html?_r=0 

19 https://mediamobilizing.org 
20 https://www.alliedmedia.org 
21 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occupy_D.C.
22 https://www.alliedmedia.org/ddjc/story
23 The US Subprime Mortgage Crisis of 2009 and resulting Great 

Recession hit Detroit hard, as the city was already suffering from the 
decline of the US auto industry. Foreclosures skyrocketed and the 
city went into bankruptcy. The federal government then appointed an 
Emergency Manager who had unilateral authority to alter or eliminate 
collective bargaining agreements, cut city services, and lay off public 
employees, overruling the democratically elected city government.

24 detroitdjc.org 

is a fundamental human right.25 The DDJC had a plan 
to bring whole communities online, not just isolated 
individuals, so the internet would be a welcoming 
environment for new users. 

For decades, Detroit has topped the list of 
“worst-connected cities” nationally, with 2013 data 
showing nearly 60% of its residents lacking in-home 
broadband subscriptions and 40% lacking any con-
nection whatsoever;26 38% of Detroit residents live 
below the federal poverty level,27 and since 2014, 
tens of thousands have faced water shut-offs and 
evictions due to tax foreclosure. Yet offline, Detroit’s 
organisers knew that vibrant community leaders have 
been steadily transforming the city from the ground 
up with community gardens, land trusts, co-ops and 
a thousand other grassroots initiatives enabling local 
self-determination. As Allied Media Projects describes 
in their Media Literacy Guide, the DDJC’s goal was:

[T]o use digital technologies to strengthen these 
efforts, interconnect them, and make them more 
visible. This would shift the online narrative of 
the city while propelling communities to rewrite 
their offline reality – growing businesses, com-
munity programs, and community infrastructure 
through media-based organizing skills.28

The Coalition first started building their vision 
for digital justice offline by collaborating on a set 
of shared principles. To develop a common un-
derstanding of how to shape the role media and 
technology might play in communities, the Coalition 
asked members to answer the following questions:

• How are you currently using media and technolo-
gy for organisation and economic development?

• What kind of support and collaboration would 
make your work stronger? 

• What should digital justice in Detroit look like?

The Detroit Digital Justice Principles29 were born 
through this process, presenting a unifying defini-
tion of what digital justice means to the community: 
access, participation, common ownership, and 

25 At the same time, the Media Mobilizing Project (MMP) in 
Philadelphia responded to this opportunity by building a Digital 
Justice Coalition with groups focused on housing, workers’ rights, 
youth, education, and public health. See Breitbart, J. (2014). A 
Victory for Digital Justice (Your Tax Dollars at Work). In D. Freedman 
et al. (Eds.), Strategies for Media Reform: International Perspectives.
Fordham University Press.

26 Callahan, B. (2014, 3 November). America’s worst-connected big 
cities. Redistributing the future. https://redistributingthefuture.
blogspot.com/2014/11/americas-worst-connected-big-cities.html

27 https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/
detroitcitymichigan/PST045217

28 https://www.alliedmedia.org/files/dfm_final_web.pdf 
29 https://detroitcommunitytech.wordpress.com/

detroit-digital-justice-coalition-principles 

https://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/21/us/us-promotes-network-to-foil-digital-spying.html?_r=0
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/21/us/us-promotes-network-to-foil-digital-spying.html?_r=0
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/21/us/us-promotes-network-to-foil-digital-spying.html?_r=0
https://mediamobilizing.org/
https://www.alliedmedia.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occupy_D.C.
https://www.alliedmedia.org/ddjc/story
http://detroitdjc.org/
https://redistributingthefuture.blogspot.com/2014/11/americas-worst-connected-big-cities.html
https://redistributingthefuture.blogspot.com/2014/11/americas-worst-connected-big-cities.html
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/detroitcitymichigan/PST045217
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/detroitcitymichigan/PST045217
https://www.alliedmedia.org/files/dfm_final_web.pdf
https://detroitcommunitytech.wordpress.com/detroit-digital-justice-coalition-principles
https://detroitcommunitytech.wordpress.com/detroit-digital-justice-coalition-principles
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healthy communities, each one describing a differ-
ent aspect of digital justice.

With these principles and a proposal focused 
on a “community technology” approach to creating 
healthy technology ecosystems, the DDJC’s member 
organisations got to work implementing their vision 
through the BTOP federal broadband stimulus pro-
gramme.30 The Detroit Future programmes built 
networks of teachers, youth and artists and trained 
them to use media production and web develop-
ment for organising, teaching and helping small 
businesses. By 2011, the Detroit Future programmes 
had trained hundreds of Detroiters of all ages to use 
technology on their own terms to address a range of 
issues from housing to environmental degradation 

30 The Broadband Technology Opportunities Program (BTOP) was 
part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 
2009, the Obama administration’s response to the Subprime 
Mortgage Crisis and the Great Recession. Coalitions of local 
organisations could apply for Public Computer Center and 
Sustainable Broadband Adoption (SBA) grants under the BTOP; 
the DDJC and Allied Media Projects were awarded an SBA grant, 
which they used to create the Detroit Future Program, comprised 
of Detroit Future Schools, Detroit Future Youth and Detroit Future 
Media, all of which trained Detroiters on digital skills.

to water shortages, while also providing a platform 
for the city’s growing creative entrepreneurship. 

At the same time, OTI was working hard to solve 
the problem of how to maintain and expand Commo-
tion community wireless networks locally, including in 
Detroit. In order to provide local technologists, build-
ers and organisers with documentation, tools and 
resources, OTI together with Detroit-based social en-
terprise The Work Department31 developed a prototype 
“Neighborhood Construction Kit”, which included in-
formation modules on everything from how to make 
a flyer to promote your network to how to install a 
chimney mount on a rooftop. With additional technical 
information on how to configure Commotion firmware 
on standard routers (mostly Ubiquiti) and other devic-
es like Android phones, this became the Commotion 
Construction Kit and moved online to live as documen-
tation on the Commotion Wireless GitHub site.32

Still, even with resources available online, OTI 
found it difficult to build a stable foundation of network 
support among local organisations and advocates, 
especially when local organisations had so many 

31 https://www.theworkdept.com 
32 https://commotionwireless.net  

Commotion Construction Kit. Image: Commotion Wireless

https://www.theworkdept.com/
https://commotionwireless.net/
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competing demands on their time personally and in 
their community leadership work. It would take more 
organising, tapping into local movement building, 
dedicated expertise and resources, plus a whole new 
approach to building a new tech-supported economy 
and a method for teaching different kinds of learners 
about how to build and maintain networks. Detroit’s 
organisers and community technologists once again 
held the key to bringing these efforts together.

The Detroit Community Technology Project 

By training local residents to be “digital stew-
ards” of the networks, community organizers 
create employment opportunities and provide 
public Internet access while strengthening 
social networks within the community... At 
their most ambitious, these projects suggest 
a different way of thinking about work in the 
digital future: that we might manage our digital 
ecosystem with care and intention rather than 
constantly disrupt and respond to disruption. At 
minimum, these projects show the importance 
of localism and workforce development to max-
imize the economic benefits of new networks 
and produce technology that is attuned to a 
community’s needs.33 – Joshua Breitbart

33 Breitbart, J. (2015). Telecommunications Policy and the Future 
of Work. New America. https://www.newamerica.org/oti/
policy-papers/telecommunications-policy-and-the-future-of-work 

In 2012, the DDJC and the Allied Media Projects’ 
Detroit Future Media partnered with OTI to cre-
ate the Digital Stewards Program,34 which trains 
neighbourhood leaders in designing and deploying 
community wireless networks with a commitment 
to the Detroit Digital Justice Principles.

The Digital Stewardship training programme 
is based on the pedagogy of popular education, 
including the idea that everyone brings valuable 
knowledge and experiences into any learning space. 
Instructors take the role of facilitator, building peer-
to-peer educational conditions through activities 
that work for all types of learners. This approach 
includes a process of envisioning all of the ways 
we can use a community network to strengthen 
neighbourhoods and solve local problems, beyond 
simply gaining access to the global internet. The 
Digital Stewards Program led to the formation of 
the Detroit Community Technology Project (DCTP)35 
in 2014. DCTP was developed to encompass broader 
community technology education, to organise work 
and to share best practices. 

In 2014, OTI and DCTP received funding to 
work internationally to implement an international 

34 Allied Media Projects. (2012, 22 October). AMP partners with the 
Open Technology Institute to launch Digital Stewards Program.  
https://www.alliedmedia.org/news/2012/10/22/amp-partners-
open-technology-institute-launch-digital-stewards-program 

35 https://detroitcommunitytech.org/?q=story

International Community Technology Seed Grantees. Photo: Detroit Community Technology Project

https://www.newamerica.org/oti/policy-papers/telecommunications-policy-and-the-future-of-work
https://www.newamerica.org/oti/policy-papers/telecommunications-policy-and-the-future-of-work
https://www.alliedmedia.org/news/2012/10/22/amp-partners-open-technology-institute-launch-digital-stewards-program
https://www.alliedmedia.org/news/2012/10/22/amp-partners-open-technology-institute-launch-digital-stewards-program
https://detroitcommunitytech.org/?q=story
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Community Technology Seed Grants programme,36 
supporting 11 community groups internationally to 
adopt and modify the training for their own con-
texts. In the process of implementation, OTI and 
DCTP found that many international groups would 
have difficulty obtaining hardware that would re-
liably run Commotion, or that they were trying 
to achieve different community goals from what 
the platform would support. So the project forked 
again, this time moving all of the organising and 
general wireless curriculum onto the Community 
Technology Field Guide37 so that it could be more 
generally applicable for different kinds of commu-
nity technology projects, including but not limited 
to Commotion.

Red Hook, Brooklyn and Hurricane Sandy
In 2012, shortly after Digital Stewards launched 
in Detroit, OTI also helped bring the Detroit Digi-
tal Stewardship curriculum to Red Hook Initiative 
(RHI)38 in New York. RHI wanted a mesh network to 
create a local online youth-produced radio station, 
so with OTI’s help they adapted the Digital Stew-
ardship curriculum on basic community organising, 
wireless engineering and construction for their 
workforce training programme for young adults liv-
ing in public housing, and added learning modules 
on video production, web design, and professional 
development. In partnership with Parsons student 
Alyx Baldwin, RHI held participatory design work-
shops with residents, and by the fall of 2012, RHI’s 
Digital Stewards had built a small network serving 
some of the major public spaces and community an-
chors in the neighbourhood.

Although New York is a wealthier city than De-
troit, many of its residents face similar challenges in 
accessing broadband service: 31% of New Yorkers 
currently do not have broadband service at home, 
including 32% of Black and 33% of Latinx New York-
ers. That is considerably more than the 21% and 
23% for White and Asian residents. Geographically, 
service is also not equitably distributed. In some 
neighbourhoods, people would have to pay on av-
erage 5% of their income on cable service in the 
current market, and would have only one option for 
service.39 

36 Gerety, R. (2015, 4 October). Meet the Community 
Technology International Seed Grantees. Allied Media 
Projects. https://www.alliedmedia.org/news/2015/10/04/
meet-community-technology-international-seed-grantees 

37 https://communitytechnology.github.io 
38 https://rhicenter.org  
39 Mayor’s Office of the Chief Technology Officer. (2018). Truth in 

Broadband: Access and Connectivity in New York City. https://
prodnet.www.neca.org/publicationsdocs/wwpdf/042018nyc.pdf 

When Hurricane Sandy struck New York in Oc-
tober 2012, flood-prone Red Hook was devastated. 
Cell phone service was down and internet service 
went out in places. The neighbourhood was dark, 
with chest-deep water in the streets – but with its 
small mesh network, RHI was still able to connect 
to its staff and communities in parts of the neigh-
bourhood that had no communications or power 
at all for weeks after the storm.40 RHI organised 
volunteers using the mesh to help distribute sup-
plies to elders and others unable to leave the public 
housing towers in the neighbourhood, and gave 
the community a voice online to broadcast what 
was happening. People all over the world following 
RHI’s Twitter feed put together online shopping lists 
and shipped supplies to Red Hook. 

Though the Red Hook WiFi41 project was in the 
works before Hurricane Sandy struck, it gained 
prominence and media attention after the storm. 
The Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) boosted RHI’s broadband connection with a 
satellite uplink, so where the regular internet was 
unavailable, residents and government workers 
could log on to the mesh to quickly find out where 
to pick up supplies or find government officials. 
Neighbourhood building owners who had been 
wary about allowing RHI to install equipment on 
their rooftops joined the network, seeing its impor-
tance in areas of the community where power and 
communications were out. The City of New York 
opened up a funding opportunity for projects like 
Red Hook WiFi, which had provided critical com-
munity-led service in the aftermath of the disaster 
using innovative technology.

While RHI had led the Red Hook project, OTI 
had provided the link to the Detroit curriculum and 
helped to adapt and implement it. Building upon 
the success in Red Hook, OTI’s umbrella organisa-
tion, New America, was awarded a contract with the 
City of New York’s Economic Development Corpora-
tion (EDC) using a federal Sandy recovery grant to 
scale up the Digital Stewardship approach in New 
York City, and created its new Resilient Communi-
ties initiative. Resilient Communities started work 
in 2015 by seeding funding and resources among 
community leaders and community-based anchor 
organisations committed to building resilience and 
supporting affected communities in five low-in-
come Sandy-impacted neighbourhoods throughout 
the city (East Harlem, South Bronx, Far Rockaway, 

40 Cohen, N. (2014, 20 August). Red Hook’s Cutting-Edge 
Wireless Network. The New York Times. https://www.nytimes.
com/2014/08/24/nyregion/red-hooks-cutting-edge-wireless-
network.html 

41 https://redhookwifi.org 

https://www.alliedmedia.org/news/2015/10/04/meet-community-technology-international-seed-grantees
https://www.alliedmedia.org/news/2015/10/04/meet-community-technology-international-seed-grantees
https://communitytechnology.github.io/
https://rhicenter.org/
https://prodnet.www.neca.org/publicationsdocs/wwpdf/042018nyc.pdf
https://prodnet.www.neca.org/publicationsdocs/wwpdf/042018nyc.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/24/nyregion/red-hooks-cutting-edge-wireless-network.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/24/nyregion/red-hooks-cutting-edge-wireless-network.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/24/nyregion/red-hooks-cutting-edge-wireless-network.html
https://redhookwifi.org/
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Sheepshead Bay and Gowanus). At the same time, 
the Red Hook Initiative also won a Sandy recovery 
contract from the City of New York’s EDC to ex-
pand its network and add solar panels to increase 
resiliency. The City meanwhile embarked on an ef-
fort to build out free wireless systems in the Red 
Hook public housing development and two other 
New York public housing sites, Queensbridge and 
Mott Haven Houses, looking to weave together in-
tegrated systems of community- and City-led Wi-Fi 
throughout the city.42

2018: Community technology in Detroit  
and New York
To meet the need of scaling up the Digital Stewards 
Program for the five new communities, New Ameri-
ca’s Resilient Communities team once again teamed 
up with DCTP to expand upon the Digital Stewards 
training programmes, adding emergency manage-
ment plans to the Digital Stewardship trainings 
based on an understanding of building resilience 
as a process of building trust and relationships, not 
just technological systems. 

In the meantime, while the NYC Resilient 
Networks project launched in 2016, the Detroit 

42 Lewis-Kraus, G. (2016, 3 November). Inside the Battle to Bring 
Broadband to New York City’s Public Housing. Wired. https://www.
wired.com/2016/11/bringing-internet-to-new-york-public-housing 

Community Technology Project was also launch-
ing its new Equitable Internet Initiative (EII),43 a 
programme training local residents on wireless 
broadband internet sharing in Detroit neighbour-
hoods, expanding the number of networks in the 
city built by Digital Stewards from around eight to 
11. As we launched our work at both sites, Resilient 
Networks commissioned DCTP to develop the Com-
munity Technology Handbook,44 a resource to share 
the approach and pedagogy of popular education 
for community technology to train Digital Steward-
ship trainers in both cities. Following the model of 
the Detroit Digital Justice Principles, project leaders 
also started the work by developing a set of shared 
principles to guide and ground the work in commu-
nity needs.

EII’s mission is to ensure that more Detroit res-
idents have the ability to leverage online access 
and digital technology for social and econom-
ic development. Led by three community anchor 

43 Detroit Community Technology Project. (2017, 10 April). DCTP 
Launches the Equitable Internet Initiative Digital Stewards 
Training Program. Allied Media Projects. https://alliedmedia.org/
news/2017/04/10/dctp-launches-equitable-internet-initiative-
digital-stewards-training-program 

44 Detroit Community Technology Project. (2016, 16 November). 
Introducing the “Teaching Community Technology Handbook”. 
Allied Media Projects. https://www.alliedmedia.org/
news/2016/11/16/introducing-%E2%80%9Cteaching-community-
technology-handbook%E2%80%9D 

Community technology network distribution diagramme.
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https://alliedmedia.org/news/2017/04/10/dctp-launches-equitable-internet-initiative-digital-stewards-training-program
https://alliedmedia.org/news/2017/04/10/dctp-launches-equitable-internet-initiative-digital-stewards-training-program
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organisations, EII has now trained stewards across 
the city, and is already serving households in three 
neighbourhoods.45 It has also successfully negoti-
ated contracts for wholesale backhaul and transit 
with independent ISPs to provide low-cost wireless 
gigabit speeds to residents in its partner neighbour-
hoods, employing local Digital Stewards to perform 

45 Mondry, A. (2017, 31 July). How a surprising partnership will 
result in internet for Detroiters lacking access. Model D. www.
modeldmedia.com/features/equitable-internet-initiative-073117.
aspx 

maintenance and upkeep and continue to expand 
the networks. Forty young people throughout EII 
neighbourhoods received training and mentorship 
to build local apps to run on the networks, and EII’s 
neighbourhoods are also designing resilience plans 
based on the networks.46 

Resilient Networks NYC is designed to 
withstand shocks and stresses and provide commu-
nity-maintained and cooperatively owned critical 
telecommunications infrastructure in flood-prone 
areas of New York City. But in the summer of 2017, 
even as Resilient Communities and partners had 
trained some 30 Digital Stewards citywide, and 
hurricanes were about to hit Houston, Miami and 
Puerto Rico, the Resilient Communities project 
had not been able to build a single node yet due 
to bureaucratic constraints (federal disaster recov-
ery funding controlled by the city but regulated by 
federal officials has created multiple bureaucratic 
hurdles due to permitting, paperwork, environmen-
tal review, etc.). 

Racing to develop a plan for that hurricane sea-
son, Resilient Communities adapted its planned 
network repair kits to develop the Portable Network 
Kit (PNK). The PNK is a collection of off-the-shelf 
consumer hardware that can be configured easily to 
make your own local online or offline Wi-Fi network 
for about USD 800 to USD 3,000, depending on the 
battery system. The PNK connects devices in a small 
area – anywhere from one building or public square 

46 https://detroitcommunitytech.org/eii/resiliency 

Detroit Digital Stewards install networking equipment. Photos: EII

The Detroit Community Technology Project’s Teaching Community 
Technology Handbook.

http://www.modeldmedia.com/features/equitable-internet-initiative-073117.aspx
http://www.modeldmedia.com/features/equitable-internet-initiative-073117.aspx
http://www.modeldmedia.com/features/equitable-internet-initiative-073117.aspx
https://detroitcommunitytech.org/eii/resiliency
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to about a half square mile (1.3 square kilometres) 
if you add or “mesh” additional Wi-Fi devices to cre-
ate a wider range. If you add additional kits, you can 
mesh them together to create an even wider range.

PNKs have found their way to Dominica and 
Puerto Rico post Hurricane Maria, and EII is now 
beginning to incorporate them into its network as 
well. Every participating partner in New York City 
will have PNKs to build out and expand their net-
works in emergencies or for community events and 
programmes.

Scaling up the community technology 
approach to resilience 

Revolutionary solidarity is what love looks like 
at scale. – Diana Nucera

As developed through the partnerships in Detroit 
and New York, community technology is a method 
of teaching and learning about technology with the 
goal of restoring relationships and healing neigh-
bourhoods. Community technologists are those 
who have the desire to build, design and facilitate a 
healthy integration of technology into people’s lives 
and communities, allowing them the fundamental 
human right to communicate.

We believe that increasing resilience means 
building and deepening relationships and develop-
ing creative solutions to strengthen communities in 
times of change and uncertainty. Our work starts 
from a set of core principles that focus on listen-
ing, participation and equity as a foundation for 

building community resilience. We work with local 
leaders and groups to uplift and share creative, vi-
sionary and locally rooted solutions – and to make 
the systems and institutions they depend on more 
responsive.

With the current global emergency due to cli-
mate change, a rising tide of authoritarianism, and 
the nearly unchecked power of big tech, we see a 
critical opportunity now to develop future-ready 
solutions together with the communities most 
affected by these crises, particularly through the re-
design and rebuilding of brittle physical and digital 
infrastructures.

Next up for DCTP/EII and Resilient Communities: 
DCTP will publish the Community Technology Work-
book, which contains six years of learning modules 

Yamil Lora from The Point CDC in the South Bronx performs site surveys for a new resilient wireless network. Photo: Danny Peralta

Portable Network Kit. Photo: Resilient Communities
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and programming primarily designed by DCTP 
through the work and partnerships in Detroit and 
New York. Meanwhile, network build-out continues, 
as does the process of developing sustainable busi-
ness models for all network anchor organisations in 
Detroit and New York City.

Our collaboration responds to all the tectonic 
political events and intertwined social, economic 
and natural disasters of the last decade: we in the 
US have learned about resilience from Maria, Ka-
trina, Sandy, the Flint and Detroit water crises, 
PROMESA47 in Puerto Rico and emergency man-
agement and the foreclosure crisis in Detroit, the 
US nation’s ongoing oppression of people of colour 
and immigrants – and of course the rise of Donald 
Trump, the spread of surveillance, algorithmic and 
predictive criminalisation, and tech-enabled target-
ed deportation. We recognise that crises like these 
are happening around the world. Our hope is that, 
in the same way we have been able to scale our 
work in the US by creating an adaptable model of 
teaching, learning, and responding to local needs 
and circumstances, others around the world can 
adapt and scale up the community technology ap-
proach and tools.

Action steps
If you want to know more about us, the best way is 
to check out our websites:

• Detroit Community Technology Project – 
https://detroitcommunitytech.org/?q=story

• Resilient Communities – https://www.
newamerica.org/resilient-communities

• Digital Equity Laboratory – https://www.digi-
talequitylab.org

We also have a GitHub full of community technol-
ogy tools for those of you that want to get started 

47 PROMESA is the Puerto Rico Oversight, Management, and 
Economic Stability Act, a 2016 US federal law which, as in Detroit, 
gives federally appointed emergency managers the authority 
to overrule local elected lawmakers, laws, and systems as an 
austerity measure.

planning and building at https://communitytech-
nology.github.io. Note that some of these resources 
may be out of date – stay tuned to the Detroit Com-
munity Technology Project’s feed for updated 
material in our forthcoming Community Technology 
Workbook.

Below, we have crafted a few other ways in 
which you can be a part of the US community tech-
nology movement:

• Donate.48 We can always use money. We can also 
use devices that are no more than two years old, 
or any Ubiquiti brand routers. If donating eth-
ernet cables, we need to know the make and 
model in order to determine if they are capable.

• Hold critical conversations with your friends and 
family about technology and the future. Brain-
storm ways in which we can re-imagine digital 
access and equity. Check out the chapter on 
facilitation in our Teaching Community Technol-
ogy Handbook49 for ideas on how to do this.

• Let us train you in community technology! If you 
feel your community is in need of a community 
wireless network, we may be able to train you. 
Please fill out the DCTP Community Technology 
Training Survey50 if you want to plan a training 
in Detroit.

• Wherever you are, advocate for digital equity: 
net neutrality (no price discrimination for in-
ternet content; no preferential treatment for 
different service or content providers); privacy 
protections and accountable data stewardship 
for ordinary people; public and community 
ownership of infrastructure; and internet equi-
ty – digital opportunities, access, and quality of 
service.

• Remember: communication is a fundamental 
human right!

48 https://www.alliedmedia.org/dctp/donate 
49 https://detroitcommunitytech.org/teachcommtech 
50 https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdUvgR7nGr-

5vZhoDUYV3xyFg8AWNh0mbf0a3d23_xHFN-I6g/
viewform 
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THE 43 COUNTRY REPORTS included in this year’s Global 
Information Society Watch (GISWatch) capture the different 
experiences and approaches in setting up community 
networks across the globe. They show that key ideas, 
such as participatory governance systems, community 
ownership and skills transfer, as well as the “do-it-yourself” 
spirit that drives community networks in many different 
contexts, are characteristics that lend them a shared 
purpose and approach. 

The country reports are framed by eight thematic reports 
that deal with critical issues such as the regulatory 
framework necessary to support community networks, 
sustainability, local content, feminist infrastructure and 
community networks, and the importance of being aware  
of “community stories” and the power structures 
embedded in those stories. G
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